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Abstract The adjoint method shows an efficient way to incorporate inverse dynamics to
engineering multibody applications, as, e.g., parameter identification. In case of the identi-
fication of parameters in oscillating multibody systems, a combination of Fourier analysis
and the adjoint method is an obvious and promising approach. The present paper shows the
adjoint method including adjoint Fourier coefficients for the parameter identification of the
amplitude response of oscillations. Two examples show the potential and efficiency of the
proposed method in multibody dynamics.

Keywords Parameter identification · Frequency domain · Multibody dynamics ·
Adjoint system · Optimization · Fourieranalysis · Window functions · Engine orders ·
Order analysis

1 Introduction

Applications of the adjoint method to solve a variety of optimization problems in engineer-
ing sciences are widespread. Much attention to this approach has been paid recently in the
context of multibody systems (see, e.g., [1–7]) in the field of optimal control, sensitivity
analysis, and parameter identification. In [8], the adjoint method is seen as a special case of
linear duality, which dramatically improves the efficiency of the computation only solving
the dual problem. The basic idea of the adjoint method, e.g., as presented in Nachbagauer
et al. [7], is the enhancement of the cost function by the system equations of motion includ-
ing specific system parameters or controls to identify. By including the system equations
of motion in the cost function, adjoint variables have to be introduced, leading to the dual
problem when solving for these adjoint variables. Minimizing the cost function leads to a
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classical optimization problem identifying unknown parameters of the system, as, e.g., the
mass or inertia parameters of a body or stiffness and damping parameters of a spring-damper
force involved. These prescribed examples lead to an identification of parameters in time do-
main. Various applications of the adjoint method in multibody dynamics for optimal control
problems and parameter identifications in time domain can be found in recent works, e.g.,
in [7]. Adjoint sensitivities have been used in a penalty formulation in time domain for a full
vehicle model in [9].

Moreover, from the experiment point of view, the frequency domain plays a key role
when analyzing complex multibody systems. Very often only frequency ranges can be in-
vestigated in detail. Too low frequencies may not be measured, e.g., with acceleration sen-
sors, and too high frequencies are mainly caused by measuring noise. Identification in the
time domain would lead to some kind of best-fit solution. Hence, the goal of the identifica-
tion is in general to fit a special frequency range. In [10], a system identification for vehicle
dynamic applications has been presented based on impulse–momentum equations using a
transfer function written as a frequency response function in order to take into account low
and high frequency ranges. Spectral element techniques for parameter identification can also
be found in the field of layered media in structural dynamics [11]. Therein, the characteristic
function of the system, combining the response and impulse force function of the system, is
represented in the frequency domain. The transfer function which characterizes the system
in the frequency domain is then given as a Fourier transformation. The wavelet transform is
used in [12] as a time–frequency representation for the determination of modal parameters
of a vibrating system. Therein, natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes are
estimated in the time domain from output data only. A wavelet-based approach for parame-
ter identification is as well presented in [13]. Systems with cubic nonlinearities and systems
undergoing both continuous and stick/slip motion have been addressed therein.

The latter mentioned works emphasize the importance of the spectral analysis of the
system in order to understand the behavior of the system and consequently be capable of
efficient parameter identification. The present paper shows a method for parameter identifi-
cation in complex multibody systems in the frequency domain. A combination of the adjoint
method and classical Fourier analysis for the identification of the amplitude response is pre-
sented herein as a novel approach and is applied to engineering problems.

2 Problem definition: cost function in terms of Fourier coefficients

Let us consider the system equations of motion in first order form

ẋ(t) = f(x,p, t), x(0) = x0,

y(t) = g(x),
(1)

where p may describe the unknown parameters of the system. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume the system has only one output which depends on the states y(t) := g(x). By
applying classical Fourier analysis, y(t) can be approximated by

y(t) ≈ 1

2
A0 +

N∑

k=1

(
Ak cos(ωkt) + Bk sin(ωkt)

)
, (2)

in which ωk represents the angular frequency of the kth harmonics, each of which is assigned

to the appropriate value of its amplitude
√

A2
k + B2

k . The corresponding Fourier coefficients
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Ak and Bk are defined by

Ak = 2

T

∫ T

0
y(t) cos(ωkt)dt, (3)

Bk = 2

T

∫ T

0
y(t) sin(ωkt)dt. (4)

For example, it might be of interest to determine a set of parameters p in such a way that the

measured amplitudes
√

Ā2
k + B̄2

k , k = 1, . . . ,N of the kth harmonics are best approximated
by the amplitudes of the system. Therefore, the goal is to find p such that an error function
of the form

J = 1

4

N∑

k=1

[
A2

k + B2
k − (

Ā2
k + B̄2

k

)]2
(5)

is minimized. However, the problem may as well be specified in the so-called Mayer
form [14]. For that purpose, the Fourier coefficients are introduced by the differential equa-
tions

ȧk(t) = 2

T
y(t) cos(ωkt) = 2

T
g(x) cos(ωkt), (6)

ḃk(t) = 2

T
y(t) sin(ωkt) = 2

T
g(x) sin(ωkt), (7)

with the corresponding initial conditions ak(0) = bk(0) = 0, yielding Ak = ak(T ) and Bk =
bk(T ). Hence the cost function is considered as a function of the final values of ak and bk ,
i.e., J = J (Ak,Bk).

3 The adjoint gradient computation

Following the basic idea presented in Nachbagauer et al. [7], the adjoint method is applied
to the cost function in Eq. (5). In a first step, the cost function is enhanced by the system
equations in Eqs. (1), (6), and (7), leading to

J = J (Ak,Bk) +
∫ T

0
ξT

(
f(x,p, t) − ẋ

)
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0
αk

(
2

T
g(x) cos(ωkt) − ȧk(t)

)
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0
βk

(
2

T
g(x) sin(ωkt) − ḃk(t)

)
dt. (8)

Herein ξ represents the vector of adjoint variables corresponding to the state vector. More-
over, αk and βk with k = 1, . . . ,N are the adjoints related to the Fourier coefficients. Note
that ξ(t), αk(t), and βk(t) can be arbitrary time functions at this point, since J = J , if
Eqs. (1), (6), and (7) are satisfied. Let us now consider a forward solution x(t) of the system
equations in Eq. (1) for a set of parameters p. A variation δp will result in the variations
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δx(t), δak and δbk , respectively, and moreover, in a variation δJ̄ . Up to a first order approx-
imation, δJ is given by

δJ =
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Ak

δAk +
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Bk

δBk +
∫ T

0
ξT(fxδx + fpδp − δẋ)dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0

(
2

T
αkgxδx cos(ωkt) − αkδȧk

)
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0

(
2

T
βkgxδx sin(ωkt) − βkδḃk

)
dt. (9)

After applying integration by parts to the terms including δẋ, δȧk(t), and δḃk(t), the variation
can be written in the form

δJ =
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Ak

δAk +
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Bk

δBk

+
∫ T

0
ξT(fxδx + fpδp) dt +

∫ T

0
ξ̇

T
δx dt − ξT(T )δx(T )

+
N∑

k=1

(∫ T

0

2

T
αkgxδx cos(ωkt)dt +

∫ T

0
α̇kδak dt − αk(T )δAk

)

+
N∑

k=1

(∫ T

0

2

T
βkgxδx sin(ωkt)dt +

∫ T

0
β̇kδbk dt − βk(T )δBk

)
, (10)

where the initial conditions δx(0) = 0, δak(0) = δbk(0) = 0 and end conditions
δak(T ) = δAk , δbk(T ) = δBk are used. The computation of δx, δak , and δbk can be circum-
vented, if the factors multiplied vanish. First, the terms including δak and δbk disappear, if
α̇k = β̇k = 0, i.e., if αk = const. = αk(T ) and βk = const. = βk(T ).

Second, the terms including δx vanish, if the adjoints ξ are defined by

ξ̇ = −fT
xξ − 2

T
gT

x

N∑

k=1

(
αk cos(ωkt) + βk sin(ωkt)

)
. (11)

The boundary conditions are chosen such that ξ(T ) = 0 in order to eliminate the coefficients
of δx(T ) in Eq. (10). Finally, the terms multiplied with δAk and δBk can be eliminated by
defining αk(T ) and βk(T ) from

αk = αk(T ) = ∂J

∂Ak

, (12)

βk = βk(T ) = ∂J

∂Bk

. (13)
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With x(t) from the forward solution of the system equations in Eq. (1) and the backward
solution for ξ(t) of the adjoint system in Eq. (11), the variation of J is readily given by

δJ =
∫ T

0
ξTfpδp dt =

(∫ T

0
ξTfp dt

)
δp, (14)

which is in accordance with the variation of the original cost function δJ . Hence, the gradi-
ent of J reads

∂J

∂p
=

∫ T

0
ξTfp dt. (15)

4 Application to multibody systems

In most cases, multibody systems are described by a system of differential algebraic equa-
tions (DAE)

M(q)q̈ + CT
q(q)λ = f(q, q̇,p, t),

C(q) = 0,
(16)

in which q denotes the vector of redundant generalized coordinates, M the symmetric mass
matrix, and f the vector of generalized and gyroscopic forces. Due to the algebraic con-
straints C(q) = 0, the equations of motion are extended by constraint forces of the form
CT

qλ, where Cq represents the constraint Jacobian and the vector λ includes the Lagrange
multipliers. Moreover, p is the vector of system parameters.

Using the additional variables v = q̇, the equations of motion can be reformulated as the
following first order system of equations:

q̇ = v,

Mv̇ + CT
qλ = f(q,v,p, t),

C(q) = 0.

(17)

In this setting, the system output depending on q and v is denoted again by y(t) = g(q,v).
The differential equations for the Fourier coefficients can be formulated analogously to

Eqs. (6) and (7) by

ȧk(t) = 2

T
g(q,v) cos(ωkt) with ak(0) = 0, (18)

ḃk(t) = 2

T
g(q,v) sin(ωkt) with bk(0) = 0. (19)

Again, the goal is to find a set of parameters p such that the cost function in Eq. (5) is
minimized. The enhancement of the cost function by the system equations in first order
form in Eq. (17) and by the additional differential equations for the Fourier coefficients in
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Eqs. (18) and (19) leads to

J = J (Ak,Bk) +
∫ T

0

{
ξT(q̇ − v) + ζ T

(
Mv̇ − f(q,v,p, t) + CT

qλ
) + μTC(q)

}
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0
αk

(
2

T
g(q,v) cos(ωkt) − ȧk(t)

)
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0
βk

(
2

T
g(q,v) sin(ωkt) − ḃk(t)

)
dt, (20)

in which ξ and ζ represent the adjoint variables corresponding to the multibody system,
μ pertains to the constraint equation, and αk and βk with k = 1, . . . ,N are the adjoints
corresponding to the Fourier coefficients ak and bk , respectively. At this point, the variables
ξ(t), ζ (t), μ(t), αk and βk may be chosen arbitrarily. The variation of the function J is given
by

δJ =
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Ak

δAk +
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Bk

δBk

+
∫ T

0

{
ξT(δq̇ − δv) + μTCqδq

+ ζ T
[
(Mv̇)qδq + Mδv̇ − fqδq − fvδv − fpδp + (

CT
qλ

)
qδq + CT

qδλ
]}

dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0

{
2

T
αk

(
gq cos(ωkt)δq + gv cos(ωkt)δv

) − αkδȧk

}
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0

{
2

T
βk

(
gq sin(ωkt)δq + gv sin(ωkt)δv

) − βkδḃk

}
dt. (21)

Integrating by parts of the terms with δq̇, δv̇, δȧk , δḃk and assuming that δq(0) = 0,
δv(0) = 0, δak(0) = 0 and δbk(0) = 0, as a consequence of prescribed initial conditions
for q , v, ak and bk , yields

δJ =
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Ak

δAk +
N∑

k=1

∂J

∂Bk

δBk

+
∫ T

0

{
−ξ̇

T
δq − ξTδv + ζ T(Mv̇)qδq − d

dt

(
ζ TM

)
δv − ζ Tfqδq − ζ Tfvδv

− ζ Tfpδp + ζ T
(
CT

qλ
)

qδq + ζ TCT
qδλ + μTCqδq

}
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0

{
2

T
αk

(
gq cos(ωkt)δq + gv cos(ωkt)δv

) + α̇kδak

}
dt

+
N∑

k=1

∫ T

0

{
2

T
βk

(
gq sin(ωkt)δq + gv sin(ωkt)δv

) + β̇kδbk

}
dt

+ (
ξTδq + ζ TMδv

)|t=T −
N∑

k=1

(
αk(T )δAk + βk(T )δBk

)
. (22)
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The computation of the variations δak , δbk , δq, δv, and δλ can be circumvented, if the factors
multiplied vanish. In case of the adjoints αk and βk , constant values αk = αk(T ) = ∂J

∂Ak
and

βk = βk(T ) = ∂J
∂Bk

are used to fulfill α̇k = β̇k = 0. The adjoint variables ξ(t), ζ (t), and μ(t)

have to be chosen such that the adjoint equations

ξ̇ = Aζ + CT
qμ + gqG(t),

d

dt
(Mζ ) = −ξ − fT

vζ + gvG(t),

Cqζ = 0

(23)

hold. Here the terms A = (Mv̇)T
q − fT

q + (CT
qλ)T

q and G(t) = ∑N

k=1
2
T
(αk cos(ωkt) +

βk sin(ωkt)) are used. At this point the adjoints can be chosen arbitrarily at t = T . For
the sake of simplicity, they are set to zero, ξ(T ) = ζ (T ) = μ(T ) = 0, in order to eliminate
the corresponding boundary terms.

It has to be mentioned here that the symmetry of the mass matrix M = MT has been used.
If Eqs. (23) are satisfied, the variation δJ reduces to

δJ =
∫ T

0

(−ζ Tfpδp
)
dt =

(
∂J

∂p

)T

δp (24)

which directly relates the independent variation δp to the variation of the objective function.
Hence, we may conclude that the gradient of J is given by

∇J =
∫ T

0

(−ζ Tfp
)

dt. (25)

5 Numerical examples

5.1 Cart pendulum system

In order to present the performance of the identification method, we study a system of pen-
dula connected to a cart performing a one-dimensional motion. As it can be seen in Fig. 1(a),
the pendula are interconnected with rotational springs, and therefore this configuration rep-
resents a discretization of a rotating flexible beam. In this example we assume the parameters
of the flexible beam, the stiffness cf , and damping coefficient df to be unknown. The param-
eter dc , representing the cart’s friction, remains untouched during the identification process
at a prescribed value.

The desired spectrum needed for the computation of the cost function J in Eq. (5) is gen-
erated by using the angle ϕ1(t) as a system output. For this purpose a numerical simulation
utilizing the parameters listed in the table in Fig. 1(b) is performed in order to obtain some
kind of virtual measurement. The resulting amplitude spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.

The actual parameter identification is initiated with the parameters cf = 8.5 Nm and
df = 0.15 Nms, and therefore the initial spectrum presented in Fig. 3 differs from the de-
sired one. In order to include an additional model uncertainty, the prescribed damping pa-
rameter dc is modified to 0.1 Ns/m for the identification of cf and df , whereas the value
dc = 0.01 Ns/m is used for generating the virtual measurement. This allows for pointing
out the main advantage of the presented method, which is the possibility to filter data and
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Fig. 1 A system consisting of a cart and three rigid pendula is studied, where the parameters of the flexible
pendulum are identified for a given excitation F . (a) Geometric description of the cart–pendulum system.
(b) Definition of the parameters used for simulating the system

Fig. 2 Measured and initial
amplitude spectrum of pendulum
angle ϕ1

Fig. 3 Spectrum of pendulum
angle ϕ1 used for identification
(interval highlighted)
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Fig. 4 Comparison of pendulum
angle ϕ1 in the time domain

perform the identification in frequency intervals of interest only. The damping parameter
dc mainly affects the amplitude occurring around the first eigenfrequency of the system at
about 0.17 Hz, which correlates with the rigid body mode, whereas the eigenfrequency of
the first bending mode is located in the interval [1.25,1.45] Hz. Due to this fact, just the
amplitudes in this interval are considered as desired spectrum. When thinking about real
applications, this consideration may help to perform a parameter identification even though
some subsystems are not known to full extent.

In order to demonstrate the difference from identification performed in the time domain,
in Fig. 4 the pendulum angle ϕ1 is plotted for both parameter combinations. Due to the in-
creased damping coefficient dc , the amplitude of the initial trajectory differs significantly
from the measured one, especially at the end of the experiment. In the time domain there is
no opportunity of filtering data, and therefore this approach would lead to incorrect param-
eters cf and df .

By using a quasi-Newton method like the BFGS algorithm for finding a minimum of J

and incorporating the computed gradient of Eq. (25), the solution can be found within 10
iterations. In Fig. 5(a) the convergence history for the optimization process is shown. The
contour plot in Fig. 5(b) gives an impression of the complex shape of J (cf , df ) and displays
the optimization path taken by the BFGS algorithm. The final parameters gained by using

Fig. 5 (a) Convergence history for optimization of parameters cf and df , (b) Contour plot of cost function
J for parameters cf and df
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Fig. 6 Schematics of a four-cylinder engine

Fig. 7 Discretization of the crankshaft

the presented method are cf = 9.98 Nm and df = 0.019 Nms compared to the values used
for generating the measure cf = 10.0 Nm and df = 0.02 Nms. The slight difference to the
expected parameters can be explained by the remaining influence of the damping dc onto
the spectrum in the interval investigated, which was different for the model and the (virtual)
measurement as explained above.

5.2 Identification of torsional vibration damper (TVD) parameters

In this section the presented method is applied to a model of a four-cylinder engine, shown
in Fig. 6. The detailed model equations are given in Appendix A. The goal is to identify
the parameters of the engine’s torsional vibration damper (TVD), which is described by
two Maxwell elements. The TVD is installed in order to reduce torsional oscillations of the
crankshaft, which show large amplitudes at the 6th engine order.

5.2.1 Model structure

Crankshaft The torsional vibration modes of the crankshaft are crucial for the param-
eter identification process. Therefore, six lumped masses resulting in six degrees of free-
dom q1, . . . , q6 (see Fig. 7) are introduced in order to model the structural flexibility of the
crankshaft. The masses are interconnected with linear springs c1, . . . , c6 and linear damping
elements d1, . . . , d5, respectively. The inertia parameters are given by the moments of inertia
J1, . . . , J6.
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Fig. 8 Slider–crank mechanism
(for cylinder 1)

Fig. 9 Model of the torsional
vibration damper

Conrod For describing the in-plane motion of an engine’s connecting rod (conrod) three
degrees of freedom are introduced. According to Fig. 8, two degrees of freedom are used for
the translational motion and one for the rotation about the rotation axis. The mass of each
conrod is given by mcr and the moment of inertia by Jcr.

Piston In the used model, each piston features only one translational degree of freedom.
The mass of each piston is denoted as mp and the piston’s effective area as AP .

Dual mass flywheel The primary side of the dual mass flywheel (DMF) is mounted on
the right end of the crankshaft (see Fig. 7). Hence, its moment of inertia is assigned to q1.
Instead of introducing a degree of freedom for the secondary side of the DMF, the prescribed
angle qrunup(t) is used. A nonlinear torsional spring and a linear damping element is used for
connecting the primary with the secondary side.

Torsional vibration damper The torsional vibration damper (TVD) is installed for reduc-
ing the internal torsional vibrations of the crankshaft. Within the case of the TVD, a flywheel
ring is gliding in a viscous fluid. Usually, the mathematical model of the TVD is approx-
imated by Maxwell elements. In this contribution, two Maxwell elements and one parallel
spring are used. In Fig. 9 a schematic description of the model and the degrees of freedom
used are presented. The accuracy of the parameters c∗

1 , c∗
2 , d∗

1 , d∗
2 , and c∗

par supplied by the
manufacturer is not satisfactory, and therefore the values of the four parameters c∗

1 , c∗
2 , d∗

1 ,
and d∗

2 are adjusted by using parameter identification in the frequency domain. The masses
m∗

1 and m∗
2 are set to zero.
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Fig. 10 Rotational speed of the
engine run-up

Pulley wheel The pulley wheel used for driving additional aggregates introduces another
degree of freedom (q26), which is connected to the TVD hub using a linear spring/damper
with parameters cPW and dPW .

Cylinder pressures The cylinder pressure is given by a two-dimensional map depending
on the rotational speed and the crankshaft angle. The pressure is applied on each piston in
accordance with the firing order.

Run-up of the engine In order to simulate the run-up performed on the real test bench,
the rotational speed of the secondary side of the DMF is increased up to the final rotational
speed. The ramp used for the simulation is given in Fig. 10. The run-up to the final rotational
speed itself is done within the time interval [t0, t1].

5.2.2 Results of the parameter identification

In this section the identification of four parameters c∗
1 , c∗

2 , d∗
1 , and d∗

2 of the torsional vibra-
tion damper is presented. The main purpose of the TVD is to reduce torsional vibrations of
the flexible crankshaft caused by the periodic and dynamic loads (e.g., cylinder pressures).
Hence, the twist angle of the crankshaft y(t) = q6(t) − q1(t) is chosen to be transformed
into the frequency domain. As the measurements performed on a test bench commonly re-
sult in spectra for different engine orders, they are used in this investigation, too. Basically,
an engine order relates the Fourier coefficients with the rotating frequencies of the engine’s
crankshaft. In case of the four cylinder engine, the amplitude of the 6th order is dominated
by the parameter of the torsional vibration damper. In contrast to Eqs. (6) and (7), the dif-
ferential equations for computing the Fourier coefficients are

ȧk = 2

tf
η(t)y(t) cos(ωkt),

ḃk = 2

tf
η(t)y(t) sin(ωkt),

where η(t) represents a window function and ωk the kth frequency of interest. It has been
shown that the Hanning window (or Von-Hann window) given by

η(t) = gc

2

[
1 − cos

(
π

tu − tl
(t − tl)

)]
(26)
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Fig. 11 Window function and twist angle

is a good choice for filtering the system output. The upper time limit tu and the lower time
limit tl determine the borders of the window function. Note that an amplitude correction
factor gc = 2 is required (for further details see Appendix B).

In Fig. 11 the system output y(t) is shown for the entire time interval. Moreover, a small
interval t ∈ [tl , tu] of y(t) is depicted in detail. The black line shows the original system
output y(t), while the dashed line shows the Hanning window function η(t). The blue line
is the multiplication of y(t) with η(t), which is used for the Fourier transformation. Due to
the slowly increasing ramp shown in Fig. 10, assuming a steady state with constant angular
velocity is valid. For the rotational speed n the time interval [tl , tu] is given by

tl = tk − 2

n
and tu = tk + 2

n

with

tk = n0 t1 − n1 t0 + n (t0 − t1)

n0 − n1
.

Here two periods of the base frequency, which is 2/n for a four stroke engine, are contained
in the Hanning window (for further details see Appendix B).

In Fig. 12 the dashed line shows the vibration angle corresponding to the 6th engine
order using initial parameters of the TVD. The dotted–dashed line (green) represents the
measured vibration angle of the 6th engine order on a test bench. The black line (with the
triangle symbol) shows the vibration angle of the 6th engine order with the identified TVD
parameters. In the interval n ∈ [n̂0, n̂1], highlighted in Fig. 12, the deviation between the
measured amplitude and the simulated amplitude is included in the cost function of Eq. (5).
Hence, a significant improvement can be seen in this range compared to the simulation
utilizing the initial parameters of the torsional vibration damper.

In Fig. 13 the engine orders 2, 4, and 8 are depicted, too. On the one hand, the engine
orders of the simulation with the initial parameters and, on the other hand, the engine orders
of a simulation with the identified parameters of the TVD are shown. As expected, the
spectra of the orders other than the 6th are only slightly affected.

6 Conclusions

The present paper shows a new method for parameter identification using the amplitude
response of oscillations in multibody system dynamics. The proposed method combines the
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Fig. 12 Vibration angle of the 6th engine order

Fig. 13 Comparison of the engine orders

classical Fourier analysis with the adjoint sensitivity analysis for the gradient computation
in an optimization problem. Using the spectrum of a system output helps in understanding
the behavior of a system whereas the interpretation of the time domain data is not always
promising because of excessive time ranges, noisy signals, or systematic errors.

The method is applied to a nonlinear cart–pendulum system. In order to demonstrate
that the method copes with system uncertainties in the example, one parameter, which is
not part of the identification, is set to a value different from the one used for generating the
measurement. Therefore, the desired spectrum cannot be obtained to its full extent, but only
in the given frequency range. In the time domain this would lead to an optimization problem
that is not well-posed.

Further, an identification is performed using the model of a four-cylinder engine. Here,
the robustness of the method and also the capability to deal with larger systems are pointed
out.
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Appendix A: The model equations

The equations of motion of the four-cylinder engine are summarized here. As mentioned in
Sect. 4, the model equations are in the form

M(q)q̈ + CT
q(q)λ = f(q, q̇,p, t),

C(q) = 0,

where q is the vector of redundant degrees of freedom given by

q = [q1, q2, . . . , q6︸ ︷︷ ︸
crankshaft

, q7, q8, . . . , q18︸ ︷︷ ︸
conrod

, q19, q20, . . . , q22︸ ︷︷ ︸
piston

, q23, q24, q25︸ ︷︷ ︸
TVD

, q26︸︷︷︸
pulley wheel

]T.

Hence, the resulting global mass matrix is constant and reads

M = diag(m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6,mcr ,mcr , Jcr ,

mcr ,mcr , Jcr ,mcr ,mcr , Jcr ,mcr ,mcr , Jcr

mp,mp,mp,mp,JTVD,0,0, JPW).

Note that we have canceled the degree of freedom of the secondary side of the dual mass
flywheel, because its motion is given by a function qrunup(t). Hence, we exchange the degree
of freedom of the dual mass flywheel q23 by the given function qrunup(t).

The corresponding force vector is

f =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

−FDMF(q, q0(t)) + dDMF(q̇0(t) − v1) + c1(q2 − q1 − 2π) + d(v2 − v1)

c1(q1 − q2 + 2π) + d(v1 − v2) + c2(q3 − q2 + π) + d(v3 − v2)

c2(q2 − q3 + π) + d(v2 − v3) + c3(q4 − q3 − 2π) + d(v4 − v3)

c3(q3 − q4 − 2π) + d(v3 − v4) + c4(q5 − q4 + 3π) + d(v5 − v4)

c4(q4 − q5 + 3π) + d(v4 − v5) + c5(q6 − q5) + d(v6 − v5)

F6(q, q̇)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

−p1(q, q̇)AP

−p2(q, q̇)AP

−p3(q, q̇)AP

−p4(q, q̇)AP

c∗
par(q6 − q23) + c∗

1(q24 − q23) + c∗
2(q25 − q23)

c∗
1(q23 − q24) + d∗

1 (v24 − v6)

c∗
2(q23 − q25) + d∗

2 (v25 − v6)

cPW(q6 − q26) + dPW(v6 − v26)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,
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where the 6th entry is

F6(q, q̇) = c5(q5 − q6) + d(v5 − v6) + c∗
par(q23 − q6)

+ d∗
1 (v6 − v24) + d∗

2 (v6 − v25)

+ cPW(q26 − q6) + dPW(v26 − v6).

The first term in the force vector FDMF(q, q0(t)) is given by a nonlinear stiffness character-
istic.

The crankshaft, conrods, and the pistons are described with redundant coordinates.
Hence, we introduce four algebraic constraint equations for each cylinder, where rcs is the
radius of the crankshaft, lcr is the length of the conrod, and scr is the distance to the center
of mass.

Finally, the vector of constraint equations C(q) is given by

C(q) =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

rcs sin(q2) − lcr sin(q9)

q7 + rcs sin(q2) − scr sin(q9)

q8 − rcs cos(q2) − scr cos(q9)

q19 − rcs cos(q2) − lcr cos(q9)

rcs sin(q3) − lcr sin(q12)

q10 + rcs sin(q3) − scr sin(q12)

q11 − rcs cos(q3) − scr cos(q12)

q20 − rcs cos(q3) − lcr cos(q12)

rcs sin(q4) − lcr sin(q15)

q13 + rcs sin(q4) − scr sin(q15)

q14 − rcs cos(q4) − scr cos(q15)

q21 − rcs cos(q4) − lcr cos(q15)

rcs sin(q5) − lcr sin(q18)

q16 + rcs sin(q5) − scr sin(q18)

q17 − rcs cos(q5) − scr cos(q18)

q22 − rcs cos(q5) − lcr cos(q18)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 0.

From Fig. 8 the constraint equations can be assembled. The first constraint equation de-
scribes the x-component of the big end bearing. The second and third constraint equations
link the center of mass of the conrod with the redundant generalized coordinates, while the
fourth constraint equation describes the piston’s center of mass.

Appendix B: The Hanning Window

Let us consider a signal of the form

f (t) = a0

2
+

N∑

k=1

[
ak cos(ωkt) + bk sin(ωkt)

]

with ωk = kω = k 2π
T

and the period duration T . Using the Hanning window function

h(t) = 1

2

[
1 − cos

(
2π

nT
t

)]
,
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the Fourier-coefficient of the ith engine order (i ≥ 1) can be computed by

āi = 2

nT

∫ nT

0
f (t)h(t) cos(i ω t)dt

where n is the number of periods to be considered. For n = 1 the Fourier coefficient āi is

āi = lim
n→1

2

nT

∫ nT

0
f (t)h(t) cos(i ω t)dt = 1

4
(−ai−1 + 2ai − ai+1)

and for n > 1 the Fourier coefficient āi is

āi = 2

nT

∫ nT

0
f (t)h(t) cos(i ω t)dt = 1

2
ai.

It has been shown that more than one period is required when using a Hanning window.
Otherwise, the amplitude āi includes information from other harmonics, which leads to
wrong results. Furthermore, the amplitude āi has to be corrected by a factor of 2 to be
comparable with measured amplitudes.
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